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Abstract. This paper proposes a classification model for opinion min-
ing around airport noise based on techniques such as event detection
and sentiment analysis applied on Twitter posts. Tweets are retrieved
using the Twitter API either because of location or content.A dataset of
preprocessed, with NLP techniques, tweets is manually annotated and
then used to train an SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier in order
to extract the relevant ones from the obtained collections. The extracted
tweets from the SVM classifier are fed to a lexicon-based classifier to
filter out the false relevant and to increase precision. A lexicon-based
sentiment classifier is then applied in order to separate positive, negative
and neutral tweets. The sentiment classifier uses emoticons, polarity of
words with subjective intensity, intensifiers, negation effect with dynamic
scope, contrast effect and SWN to detect the sentiment of tweets in a
hierarchical manner. The information present in the classified tweets is
used for a statistical survey-like study.

Keywords: Twitter · Opinion mining · Natural Language Processing ·
Machine Learning · Sentiment analysis · Text mining

1 Introduction

Microblogging has become a very popular communication intermediary these
last years, such as Twitter [3], Tumblr [2], etc. Offering a social network service
for people, they use it to share daily news and express their opinions or emotions
towards several topics, in a completely free manner. In fact, Twitter has reached
336 million active users in the first quarter of 2018, according to Statista [1],
and sharing around 500 million tweets per day. These numbers indicate the big
amount of information shared and rapidly spread due to Twitter characteristics
that enables 280 maximum characters in a post and introduces hashtags and
usernames tagging. All of this has encouraged research in the field of data mining
and natural language processing (NLP) to exploit microblogging services and
especially Twitter. Different works have taken place in this context but aiming
at different objectives. In our project, we aim to capture tweets shared by users
who live in the area of an airport and discuss about noise problems generated by
both air and road traffic and due (or not) to the presence of the airport and to
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understand their perception on the quality of life in the area. Heathrow airport
is taken as an example to work with as it is one of the busiest airports and
located in a highly and densely populated area.

The main goal of this project is to build a customizable platform that collects
the stream of relevant tweets generated by users, store them and do the sentiment
analysis. This wealth of expressed opinions though comes with a price: not all
opinions, posts, discussions are relevant to a specific subject so we need first to
be able to extract the relevant posts or discussions. This is not a trivial subject
by itself, since the definition of a subject is not exact and the way people express
themselves varies greatly. Moreover, the case of Twitter and other microblogging
services is more complicated since their limit in the number of characters for
each post forces people to express themselves in unique and sometimes difficult
to decipher ways. So this led us to create ways to collect data automatically
using information retrieval, data mining and machine learning techniques to
extract the relevant posts. Additionally, we used sentiment analysis techniques
in order to analyze the opinions expressed in tweets and extract the sentiment
(positive, negative or neutral) involved. We hope to be able to offer an alternate
method to the traditional surveying methods with an automatic and timely
way. This faces several challenges such as dealing with trivial tweets, incomplete
sentences, misspelling and abbreviation due to strictly short messages. Sentiment
classification is a hard challenge that faces contextual meanings of messages such
as irony and the use of emotional expressions. Our work can be used to survey
opinions on different aspects of people’s everyday lives but the Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms we use, will need to be retrained in order to achieve reasonable
results. So while this is not an out of the box approach, it is a complete effort
to support online surveying on non-trivial subjects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a study of the
state of the art and related work is presented. Section 3 describes the proposed
approach and the workflow for extracting sentiments about noise and quality of
life from tweets. Experiments and results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 is
the conclusion of this work and discussion of future perspectives.

2 State of the art

2.1 Machine Learning approaches for sentiment classification

Related works have mostly used emoticons [12], slangs and acronyms [11], words
in text and their respective part-of-speech (POS), which is the grammatical
description of word (e.g. noun, verb, adjective, etc.), intensifiers such as all caps
and characters repetitions (e.g. happpyyy) [14], punctuation marks, n-grams and
negation mark as features of tweets. The sentiment polarity of a tweet is, then,
calculated using machine learning approaches or lexicon-based approaches.

According to [17], there are two classifier models, a 2-way and a 3-way senti-
ment classification. The 2-way model classifies texts into positive or negative and
the 3-way model includes a neutral class with the previous ones. [12] showed that
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emoticons have a significant indication on the polarity of texts with a 2-way clas-
sification and emoticon-trained SVM (Support Vector Machine) [8] and Naive
Bayes (NB) [10] classifiers were able to have more than 70% accuracy. However,
this method has a poor performance with a 3-way classification. [17] tested the
impact of n-grams on the classifier performance. They used NB for classification
and showed that using bigrams leads to the best accuracy as it provides a good
trade-off between a word meanings (unigram) and capturing sentiment expres-
sions (trigrams). They also revealed that attaching negation words when using
n-grams has a high accuracy even with a small training set. [14] used collections
of hashtagged tweets and tweets with emoticons to see how useful features are.
They took n-grams as baseline feature, and then tried combinations of it with a
dictionary of subjective lexicon, POS features such as counting of verbs, nouns,
adjectives and microblogging features (e.g. intensifiers, emoticons, slangs and
abbreviations). They showed that applying all features together does not lead to
the best performance but it depends on the type of features. Tree kernel is also
a useful method to represent tweets [4] because polar (positive/negative) and
non-polar (counts) features can be easily extracted. They also detect emoticons,
negation and exclamation marks, stop and non-English words within the tree
kernel. Their study showed that tree kernel combined with sentiment features
(e.g. positive/negative words, count and prior polarity of POS, emoticons, etc.)
outperforms the base line unigram. It is also important to mention that they
took into account the subjective intensity of emoticons (e.g. extremely positive,
positive, negative, etc.) but not those of words. Same as [14], they used combina-
tion of features to get the most effective ones. Their feature analysis showed that
combining the prior polarity words with their POS gives the best performance,
contrarily to [14]. This may be explained by the tagger errors and the use of
POS in [4] (prior polarity of words by POS) and in [14] (count of POS).

[18] has used a context-based convolutional neural network (CNN) to ap-
ply sentiment classification on Twitter corpus with 5 main layers: tweets are
represented by word embedding vectors to be passed, then, to the input layer.
The convolution layer extracts lexical n-grams information and a max, min and
average-pooling layer is used to know how important an n-gram is. They also
used as sub network to extract contextualized words form tweets which were
represented using tf-idf. A hidden layer is used to concatenate the values from
the pooling layers of the main network and the sub network, which leads to
the final output layer to get the polarity of tweets. They tested their model on
tweets extracted from conversations, tweets sorted by author and tweets sorted
by topic. Their study showed that their model gives the best performance on
topic-based tweets.

2.2 Lexicon-based approaches for sentiment analysis

Besides machine learning approaches for sentiment classification, previous works
have also used lexicon-based approaches that imply the use of dictionary of sub-
jective words. For this purpose, many dictionaries from previous sentiment anal-
ysis already exist and research continues to take advantage of them because the
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creation of lexicon datasets is a time consuming task. Other than lexicon dic-
tionaries, sentiment research works on microblogging messages have also used
sets of positive and negative emoticons to detect sentiment classes, despite the
fact that subjective words can be interpreted differently from one annotator
to another. Moreover, even if the contents of the dictionaries (words) can be
the same, their polarity might differ.To avoid these problems, [20] indicates the
need of having more than one dataset to take into account multiple subjective
perspectives of the word and to modify the existing dictionary, when neces-
sary, to satisfy the topic sentiment characteristics or to create a domain specific
dictionary using lexicon expansion techniques. [5] proposed a lexicon enhanced
sentiment classifier on reviews to improve classification performances. In fact,
they calculated the scores of positive and negative emoticons and words. The
polarity score of a word is calculated using SentiWordNet classifier (SWNC) and
a domain specific classifier (DSC) that takes into account the polarity of domain
specific words both existing or unknown in SWNC. They also take into account
negation (inverting the polarity score of the word next to the negation word)
and modifiers, which are a sort of positive and negative grammatical intensifiers
such as very, slightly, less, extremely, etc. They assign an intensity percentage
to every modifier that represent its effect on the next word. The score of a sen-
tence in a review is the summation of emoticons, modifiers, DSC and SWNC
scores. Then a review is classified as positive, negative or neutral depending on
the summation of sentences sentiment scores. Their study shows that DSC and
modifiers have the best effect on improving performance and that DSC is used to
give a correct classification of the misclassified neutral reviews due to the domain
specific words that are nonexistent in SWNC so given a score of 0 (neutral).

2.3 Hybrid classification models

[13] also presented an hybrid sentiment classification framework on Twitter data.
They used three different classifiers: emoticon classifier (EC), improved polarity
classifier (IPC) and SWNC. Contrarily to [5], they detect the polarity of a tweet
using a sequential method: After preprocessing tweets, they are passed to EC,
which has positive and negative sets of emoticons. Depending on the emoticons
in a tweet, EC classifies them into positive or negative. If tweet has a neutral
score (i.e. does not have emoticons), it is passed to IPC which has sets of positive
and negative words build from multiple existing lexicons datasets. Same to EC,
the polarity of a tweet is calculated but this time, depending on words. If it is
still neutral, the tweet is passed to SWNC. This algorithm has showed a good
performance on classifying tweets especially on reducing the number of neutral
tweets. However, they do not take into account the subjective intensity of words,
negation nor modifiers.

3 Workflow for extracting sentiments from tweets

Our proposed approach is presented as a workflow, which is divided into four
main parts. First, queries are sent to Twitter Streaming API to collect tweets. As
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the geographic area of our study is known (Heathrow airport). So we are collect-
ing tweets using a location query to get messages within that area and also using
a keywords query to get messages around Heathrow and aircraft noise. Then,
messages are preprocessed using NLP techniques such as stop words removal,
spelling correction, lemmatization, POS tagging, tokenization, etc. Afterwards,
a machine learning algorithm, trained on an annotated dataset, is set up to filter
out the irrelevant tweets and get the relevant ones. A domain knowledge classi-
fier, which is lexicon-based, is also used to filter out irrelevant tweets. Relevant
tweets are then preprocessed again because the first preprocessing task is only
suited for relevance classification and does not satisfy sentiment classifier re-
quirements The sentiment classifier uses sets of positive and negative emoticons,
positive and negative lexicon with subjective intensity, and SWN to calculate
the sentiment scores of tweets and to classify them into positive, negative or neu-
tral. The use of these three classifiers is done in a hierarchical way by applying
weights on their scores to have better performances.

3.1 Gathering data: Twitter API 1

Twitter provides an API to allow developers and researchers to access the pub-
licly available user posts. They allow getting real time tweet streams with filtering
by keywords, locations, languages, users, etc. the received tweet is represented
as a JavaScript object notation (JSON) object that carries a lot of information
about the tweet such as creation time, text, user description and location.

Retrieving tweets with location query (TWLQ) Firstly, we define the
area around Heathrow airport in which people will be talking about aircraft
noise. We use the airport day, evening and night level (Lden) noise contours [6]
to set the minimum surface of the area. We end up by defining a bounding box of
167 km wide, 73 km long and centered in Heathrow airport. The coordinates of
the bounding box are introduced as a filter to Twitter API that is also configured
to extract only English language tweets.

Retrieving tweets with keywords query (TWKQ) The previous method
gives only tweets having location, which are a small proportion of the overall ac-
cessible tweets (i.e. it misses a large number of relevant tweets that do not have
a location). Moreover, it returns all tweets within that area so we get tweets
talking about everything, which makes it impossible to take a sample with sig-
nificant number of relevant ones for training. Therefore, we also use keywords
queries to extract relevant tweets. We use ”Heathrow”, ”LHR” and ”noise” as
keywords in a certain way to get tweets that have the words Heathrow and noise
or LHR2 and noise in the text.

3.2 Preprocessing tweets (NLP)

Preprocessing tweets is an essential task for relevance classification and senti-
ment analysis. After retrieving tweets, URL links, numbers, emoticons and Twit-

1 https://developer.Twitter.com/en/docs (Accessed on 08/17/2018)
2 Airport code for London Heathrow
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ter special words such as RT (denotes retweet) are removed. We keep usernames
and hashtags as they can be informative features for relevance classification.
Then the text is set to lowercase to ensure homogeneity of the following opera-
tions: Tokenization is applied to form a bag of words. Spelling errors within text
are reduced by correcting intensified words (e.g. ”happyyyy” becomes ”happy”).
Then, a POS tag is assigned to each word and the stop words are removed.
Finally, lemmatization is applied to get a bag of root words that defines a tweet
along with its usernames and hashtags. The preprocessed tweets will be used for
relevance classification, which extracts relevant texts to be used for sentiment
classification. However, this set of tasks is not very effective for sentiment analy-
sis as they represent more the topic by the root words and so, loses the sentiment
of sentences. Moreover, doing all the preprocessing in one step is not a desirable
solution since the number of relevant tweets is much smaller than the number of
irrelevant tweets. So the relevant tweets are preprocessed again, but differently;
it starts with extracting emoticons and hashtags from text to be used later, fol-
lowed by removing URL, usernames and punctuation marks. The symbol ”#” is
also removed from hashtags and we correct those who are composed by multiple
words (e.g. hashtags ”#NoisePollution” or ”#noise pollution” become ”noise
pollution”) because words in hashtags can also be involved in the tweet’s senti-
ment. However, the position of hashtags is not taken into account as we add all
modified hashtags at the end of the tweet. The text is then set to lower case and
tokenized. We use, as in the first step, the same spelling correction on each word
but also detecting intensifiers such as character repetition and all caps. Words
are then POS tagged and negation marks (e.g. not, ’t and no) are detected. In
that case, a negative mark is assigned to each of their following words. It is
important to know where negation effect stops. In our case, the assignment gets
back to normal when a sentence in a tweet ends. In microblogging messages, ”,”
and ”-” can also be used to end or start sentences besides normal ones such as
points, exclamation and question marks. The negation scope also stops when
conjunctions like ”and”, ”or”, wh-determiners (e.g. that, which), wh-pronouns
(e.g. what, who), wh-adverbs (e.g. where, when) or contrast (e.g. but, however)
words are found [9]. We also detect contrast in tweets as they have an effect
on determining sentiments. The sets of emoticons, words with their POS and
normal/negative effect and intensifiers are passed to the sentiment classifier.

3.3 Relevance classification

After the first preprocessing part, tweets are set to be in the form of bag of
root words and hashtags. We take unigrams, bigrams and hashtags as features
and we used tf-idf technique to represent tweets. SVM algorithm is trained on
an annotated sample of tweets, which are taken from the retrieved datasets
TWLQ and TWKQ. The relevant classified tweets from SVM are introduced
to a lexicon-based classifier. This classifier uses datasets of domain knowledge
unigrams, bigrams and related hashtags and usernames, which were created from
manually labeled relevant tweets, to calculate a domain knowledge score of each
tweet. Then, the lexicon-based algorithm classifies a tweet as relevant when its
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relevance score is over a threshold ε. Else, the tweet is classified as irrelevant. ε is
user or experimentally defined and is application specific. Figure 1 describes the
flowchart of relevance classification. The threshold ε is set to be low to have a
small impact on missing more tweets that are relevant but an important impact
on reducing the number of false relevant. This method helps to filter out false
relevant tweets and to have more classification precision as relevance results will
affect the results of our sentiment analysis later.

Fig. 1. Relevance classification flowchart

3.4 Sentiment analysis of relevant tweets

After extracting relevant tweets from the stream, the appropriate preprocessing
tasks are applied on relevant tweets. The proposed approach classifies them
by their positive, negative or neutral sentiment using emoticons (Em), lexicon
polarity (LP) of words and SWN. Let RT be the set of relevant tweets rt, W
be the set of words w including the preprocessed hashtags and E be the set of
emoticons e extracted from a tweet such as:

RT = {rt1, rt2, ..., rtj , ..., rtn} (1)

W = {w1, w2, ..., wj , ..., wm} (2)

E = {e1, e2, ..., ej , ..., et} (3)

Therefore, a relevant tweet rt is defined by:

rt = {W,E}, (rt ∈ RT ) (4)

Emoticon (Em) score calculation Emoticons are extracted from tweets using
regular expressions. We extract emoticons that are represented by punctuation
marks or by Unicode. We created two datasets of positive emoticons PE and
negative emoticons NE stored in files. The datasets have 64 emoticons divided
into 38 positive and 26 negative. Sentiment scores of emoticons in a tweet rtj
are normalized and scaled between 1 and -1 such as:

scoreEm(rtj) =

!t
i=1 emscore(ei)

t
, (ei ∈ E) ∧ (E ∈ rtj) (5)
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And:

emscore(ei) =

"
#

$

1 if (ei ∈ PE)
−1 if (ei ∈ NE)
0 if (ei ∕∈ PE) ∧ (ei ∕∈ NE)

(6)

Lexicon polarity (LP) score calculation LP score calculation is based on
datasets of positive and negative words. Datasets are created from multiple ex-
isting lexicon collections to expand them and to avoid misinterpretation of sen-
timent of certain words. Lexicon lists from Bing Liu [15], Bill McDonald [16]
and MPQA [19] are used to create the dataset. Duplicates and words that do
not have the same polarity within all datasets are removed. We have also added,
when missing, some of the domain knowledge subjective words from the work in
[7] such as deafening, awake, unbearable, etc. And we removed the words ”noise”
and ”noises” because they appear in most of the tweets so they would wrongly
affect the sentiment polarity. Table 1 presents the statistics of positive and neg-
ative words from each resource and those that are used. Let PW denotes the
set of positive words and NW the set of negative words. As subjective intensity
of words is defined in [19], we used this intensity in scoring and we set the sub-
jective intensity of additional words from the other dataset to unknown. So the
dataset has 3 descriptions of subjective intensity of words: strong subjectivity,
weak subjectivity and unknown subjectivity. We also set the domain knowledge
subjective words to have strong subjectivity and changed the polarity of some
related words to be suited for our topic. For example, we set ”low” to have neg-
ative polarity as low flying planes cause more noise. Since intensifiers, negation
and contrast words are detected. We use other additional sets for the scores. Let
ACI be the set of all caps intensifier scores aci and CRI be the set of character
repetition intensifier scores cri of each word such as:

ACI = {aci1, aci2, ..., acij , ..., acim} (7)

CRI = {cri1, cri2, ..., crij , ..., crim} (8)

If one of these intensifier is detected in a word, its following score will be 1.5

Table 1. Statistics of lexicon datasets

❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳Words
Datasets

Bing Liu Bill McDonald MPQA
Clashes and
duplicates

Final dataset

Positive 2006 347 2719
6548

3251
Negative 4780 2306 4919 7278

and 1 if it is not. For example the sets ACI and CRI of the tweet ”plane
noise is LOUD tonight! Respiiiiite #NOIIISE” will be {1, 1, 1, 1.5, 1, 1, 1.5} and
{1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 1.5} respectively. LetNEG and CON be the sets of negation and
contrast words respectively. As the algorithm detects the negation, contrast and
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negation stop marks from the preprocessing part, normal, negative or inverse
effect is assigned to each word using keywords. The normal sentiment score
swscoreLP of a word wj in a tweet rtj is:

swscoreLP (wj) =

"
#

$

1× weight× acij × crij if (wi ∈ PW )
(−1)× weight× acij × crij if (wi ∈ NW )
0 if (uri ∕∈ PW ) ∧ (uri ∕∈ NW )

(9)
where weight is the subjective weight of the word. Its multiplication with acij
and crij indicates the impact of the word on the tweet sentiment score and its
polarity. When a word has a negative effect due to negation words, its score is
multiplied by -1, allowing its opposite effect to be counted rather than its normal
effect. So the sentiment score of the word, in this case, will be:

swscoreLP (wj) = (−1)× swscoreLP (wj) (10)

This score is valid for all the words following the negation mark until a negation
stop word is found or the sentence in a tweet ends. The LP score is calculated
in an iterative manner, initializing it to zero and adding each time the score of
the word such as:

LPscore = LPscore+ swscoreLP (wj), (wj ∈ W ) ∧ (W ∈ rtj) (11)

When a word has an inverse effect, which means it is a contrast word, the
following part of the sentence often has an opposite meaning of the first part
and it also indicates the overall sentiment toward a subject. So, when a word
such as ”but” and ”however” is found in a tweet, the polarity of the current
score is inverted:

LPscore = (−1)× LPscore (12)

This allows us to take into account the opposite meaning of sentence before the
contrast word. After inverting the polarity, the algorithm continues to add scores
of words normally. When another contrast word is found in the same tweet, the
polarity will be inverted again. When all the polarity scores of words in a tweet
are calculated and added to LPscore, it is normalized to ensure the sentiment
intensity of a tweet:

scoreLP (rtj) =
LPscore

m
, (rtj ∈ RT ) (13)

SentiWordNet (SWN) score calculation SWN dictionary is used for this
purpose. In fact, each word in the dictionary have a positive, a negative and a
neutral score, with a total score of 1. Its scores also depend on its POS tag and
so, how it is employed in a text. Each word wj in a tweet rtj is introduced, with
its POS tag to SWN to get also its synsets, which are words having the same
meaning of wj in a particular POS, to be counted in the word polarity scoring
such as:

syscoreSWN (syi) = posscoreSWN (syi)−negscoreSWN (syi), (syi ∈ SYwj
) (14)
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Where SYwj is the set of synsets of the word wj :

SYwj = {sy1, sy2, ..., syj , ..., syv} (15)

And posscoreSWN and negscoreSWN are positive and negative scores of a word
in SWN respectively. This enables us to take into account, same as LP scoring,
the sentiment intensity of a word, however, the scores are not related to the
topic. After calculating the score of each synset, we take their average to get the
sentiment score of the word wj such as:

swscoreSWN (wj) =

!v
i=1 syscoreSWN (syi)

v
, (syi ∈ SYwj ) ∧ (wj ∈ W ) (16)

And the sentiment score of a tweet rtj by SWN scoring method is:

scoreSWN (rtj) =

!m
i=1 swscoreSWN (wi)

m
, (wi ∈ W ) ∧ (W ∈ rtj) ∧ (rtj ∈ RT )

(17)

Sentiment score calculation and classification The sentiment analysis
approach uses the three scoring methods to determine sentiment polarities of
tweets. They are used in a hierarchical way using weightings of scores and pri-
ority steps. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of sentiment classification algorithm.
Firstly, emoticons and LP scoring algorithms are used to identify the sentiment
of a tweet rtj such as:

scoreEm+LP (rtj) = weii × scoreEm(rtj) + wei2 × scoreLP (rtj) (18)

Where wei1 and wei2 are the weights assigned to Em and LP respectively. The
classifier detect the sentiment of a tweet on the basis of thresholds. Let θ1 and θ2
be the respective positive and negative thresholds close to zero. If scoreEm+LP

of a tweet rtj is higher than θ1, it is classified as positive and it is classified as
negative if scoreEm+LP is lower than θ2. Otherwise, if the score is between θ1
and θ2, the sentiment class of the tweet is not defined yet and it is fed to SWN
scoring algorithm. Let sclassEm+LP (rtj) be the sentiment class of the tweet on
the basis of Em and LP scores such as:

sclassEm+LP (rtj) =

"
#

$

positive if scoreEm+LP (rtj) > θ1
negative if scoreEm+LP (rtj) < θ2
scoreSWN (rtj) if scoreEm+LP (rtj) ∈ [θ2, θ1]

(19)

This reduces the number of tweets that are misclassified as neutral. Same as
before, the sentiment classification of tweets on the basis of SWN score is done,
using thresholds. Let τ1 and τ2 be thresholds close to zero. The sentiment class
sclassSWN (rtj) of a tweet rtj on the basis of SWN is:

sclassSWN (rtj) =

"
#

$

positive if scoreSWN (rtj) > τ1
negative if scoreSWN (rtj) < τ2
neutral if scoreSWN (rtj) ∈ [τ2, τ1]

(20)
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Fig. 2. Sentiment classification flowchart

4 Experimental results

We have implemented all the workflow described in the previous section in the
python programming environment. The confusion matrix, is used to analyze data
and metrics such as precision, recall and F − measure for each class and the
accuracy are used to evaluate the classifiers performances. The confusion matrix
is defined in Table 2. For example, precision, recall and F − measure of the
positive class are defined as follows:

precisionpos =
Tpos

Tpos + Fpos neg + Fpos neu
(21)

recallpos =
Tpos

Tpos + Fneg pos + Fneu pos
(22)

F −measurepos = 2× precisionpos × recallpos
precisionpos + recallpos

(23)

And the accuracy is:

accuracy =
Tpos + Tneg + Tneu

All tweets
(24)

Relevant tweets from the datasets TWLQ and TWKQ are taken to create a new

Table 2. Confusion matrix

Confusion matrix
Predicted class

Positive Negative Neutral

K
n
ow

n
cl
a
ss

Positive Tpos Fneg pos Fneu pos

Negative Fpos neg Tneg Fneu neg

Neutral Fpos neu Fneg neu Tneu
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dataset D1. Tweets were labeled as positive, negative and neutral and were used
for testing. Some details of D1 are given in Table 3. As, generally, nobody likes
being affected by aircraft noise and shows happy emotions towards airport noise,
we defined a tweet as positive when the user shows a contrary opinion to negative
tweets (e.g. ”I live 10 minutes away from Heathrow. Noise is not disturbing, there
is no air pollution.”) and a tweet as neutral when it does not show a sentiment
toward the topic or does not refer to airport noise (e.g. ”Daytime aircraft noise
was defined as that occurring between 0700 and 2300 hours, and that occurring
between 2300 and 0700 hours was defined as night-time aircraft noise”). The
numbers of positive and neutral tweets in the corpus, as showed in Table 3, are
very small compared to the number of negative tweets (601 negative and 26
for each positive and neutral). Something expected, as most of the people have
negative sentiments toward airport noise.

4.1 Sentiment classifiers comparison

We have studied the performance of the proposed classifier (PC) compared to
emoticon classifier (EmC), LP classifier (LPC) and SWNC. We tuned thresholds
to be suited for each classifier and fed tweets from D1 to be classified. We set
wei1 = 0.7 and wei2 = 0.3 so setting Em to have the priority over LP to
classify tweets, when emoticons are present. We also set the weights of words
that have strong subjectivity to 1, weights of words that have weak and unknown
subjectivity to 0.75. The classifiers’ performance is evaluated by calculating their
respective confusion matrix and metrics. The results are given in Table 4 and
show that our classifier outperforms the other classifiers. In fact, EmC has the
worst results, having only 4.90% accuracy. Since this classifier only relies on
emoticons to detect tweets sentiments, it classifies all the tweets that haven’t
emoticons as neutral. Table 3 shows that only 18 tweets inD1 have emoticons and
not all emoticons are recognized as some of them are neutral and others are not
included in emoticon lists PE and NE. So the rest of tweets are automatically
classified neutral which leads to have a big number of Fneu and consequently,
a weak F − measure and accuracy. However, it’s still a good classifier when
emoticons are present in a tweet because it captures negative tweets and shows
a good precision. It misclassifies some of the negative tweets because of irony.

LPC has better results than EmC, with 62.17% accuracy and a good recall
for negative and neutral classes (63.23% and 61.54% respectively) and less recallpos.
Moreover, it has the best F − measure results of positive and neutral tweets
among all the classifiers. However, the difference between the numbers of nega-
tive tweets and the number of positive and neutral tweets has an effect on the
precision of LPC. In fact, the number of the misclassified negative tweets (i.e.
Fpos neg and Fneu neg) is higher than the total number of positive and neutral
ones, leading to have low precision of positive and neutral classes with 12.50%
and 8.89% respectively. The proportions of positive, negative and neutral tweets
in the corpus depend on the topic, so it is part of the problem and needs to
be taken into account. The 155 misclassified negative tweets as neutral Fneu neg

are, principally, due to the missing sentiment words in the lexicon lists PW and
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NE and so, most of these tweets have a score of 0 and are within the thresh-
olds interval, consequently, they are classified as neutral. On the other hand, the
misclassified negative tweets as positive are due to multiple reasons but mainly,
the use of contrast in score calculation, which it does not take into account the
sentence level in a tweet. SWNC is better than LPC, with 7.20% more accuracy.
However, F −measure of positive and negative classes are lower than those of
LPC resulting to low values of precision and recall for each one of them. This
is due to the decrease of Tpos and Tneu tweets. Additionally, Fneu neg has de-

Table 3. Statistics of D1

Positive
tweets

Negative
tweets

Neutral
tweets

Total
Tweets with
emoticons

D1 26 601 26 653 18

creased and Tneg has increased, compared to LPC, which leads to the increase
of recallneg. PC has the best performance with 77.79% accuracy. It also has a
good precision, recall and F −measure compared to the other classifiers. The
architecture of PC enabled us to decrease, significantly, the number of tweets
classified neutral and so the number of Fneu neg. It firstly, uses LP and Em scores
to have a good precision results on positive and negative classes. Secondly, Fneu

is decreased by classifying all the unclassified tweets with SWN score algorithm
which also leads to increase Tneg and Tpos. This method, however, increases
Fpos neg and decreases Tneu with the worst recallneu of 19.23% but it still keeps
a good F −meausrepos and F −measureneu compared to the other classifiers
with 19.20% and 15.38% respectively.

Table 4. Experiments and results of EmC, LPC, SWNC and PC on D1

D1
Confusion matrix Metrics

Positive Negative Neutral precision recall F −measure accuracy

EmC
Thresholds Positive 0 0 26 0% 0% -

4.90%
θ1 = θ2 = 0

Negative 3 6 592 100% 1% 1.98%
Neutral 0 0 26 4.04% 100% 7.76%

LPC
Thresholds Positive 10 7 9 12.50% 38.46% 18.86%

62.17%θ1 = 0.027 Negative 66 380 155 96.69% 63.23% 76.46%
θ2 = −0.001 Neutral 4 6 16 8.89% 61.54% 15.53%

SWNC
Thresholds Positive 4 15 7 4.44% 15.38% 6.90%

69.37%τ1 = 0.015 Negative 79 443 79 95.05% 73.71% 82.64%
τ2 = 0.005 Neutral 7 13 6 6.52% 23.07% 10.17%

PC
Thresholds Positive 12 10 4 12.12% 46.15% 19.20%

77.79%θ1 = 0.01, θ2 = −0.001 Negative 80 491 30 95.34% 81.70% 87.99%
τ1 = 0.015, τ2 = 0 Neutral 7 14 5 12.82% 19.23% 15.38%
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5 Conclusions

This paper presents the workflow for a solution for detecting tweets relevant to
a specific subject and extract their sentiments. Noise around Heathrow airport
is taken as an example to work with. Tweets are retrieved using Twitter API
with two methods: the first with location filter (area around Heathrow airport)
and the second with keywords filter (”Heathrow”, ”LHR” and ”noise”). Tweets
are then preprocessed using a combination of NLP techniques which is suited for
relevance classification. Relevant tweets towards airport noise are then extracted
from the stream using SVM and a lexicon-based classifier. Relevant tweets are
then preprocessed again using other combination of NLP techniques to be suited,
this time, for sentiment classification. The sentiment classifier uses emoticons,
lexicon polarities with subjective intensity of words, negation effect with dynamic
scope, intensified words and also contrast words and SentiWordNet scores in
a hierarchical way to detect the sentiments of tweets and classify them into
positive, negative or neutral sentiments.

Experimental results showed that the proposed classifier outperforms the
emoticon classifier, the subjective lexicon-based classifier and SWN classifier.
Moreover, it still has a margin for improvement as it captures significant num-
ber of false positive tweets. As perspectives, we suggest to improve the sentiment
classifier by expanding the subjective lexicon. The spelling correction needs also
to be improved by replacing slang words, correcting different types of misspelling.
The polarity inverting feature due to contrast can also be improved by limiting
the effect at the sentence level or only count the polarity of the sentence follow-
ing the contrast word to avoid misclassifications. Sentiment classes can also be
divided into normal, strong or weak sentiments. Grammatical intensifiers (e.g.
very, more, less, extremely, quite) can also be taken into account in further
works.Finally, we plan to apply the same methodology and validate the method
followed on a number of different topics, so as to demonstrate its wider applica-
bility to the problem of exploiting social media data in order to extract people’s
sentiment for a particular topic of interest.
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